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At the Hungary Initiatives Foundation (HIF) we

wrapped up an inspiring and dynamic year in 2016.

The 60th anniversary of the 1956 Hungarian

Revolution brought together the Hungarian

American community at large, with nearly 40 HIF-

supported, community-organized commemorations

addressing four generations of Hungarians as well

as the American public.

In America, we are standing on the shoulder of

giants. Giants who fought tyranny at home but

eventually found freedom abroad. 2016 was the

year to tell their stories. And together, we did.

At the same time, HIF has invested heavily in

young Hungarian scholars who, through their

participation and unique contributions to

academic conferences and seminars across

America, are becoming the transatlantic

relationship's strong new pillars. We are inspired to

be a part of their success. 
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Through the "1956 - Sixty Years Later" grant, HIF supported over 30

different projects and programs by up to $10,000 per organization.

The Hungarian National Dance Ensemble's Spirit of Hungary tour

swept through America in the middle of October receiving

standing ovations and overwhelmingly positive feedback at all ten

locations. The world-class show offered an excellent outreach

opportunity for the hosting Hungarian-American organizations as

the program was specifically designed by the group's artistic

director, Zoltan Zsurafszky, to assure that the cultural content and

value-driven message will be understood by non-Hungarian

speaking audiences as well. It was the most significant

undertaking in Hungarian cultural diplomacy this year.

To provide a lasting memory to the heroes of 1956, several

communities inaugurated or rededicated statues across America.

In the  San Francisco Bay Area, the Gloria Victis Statue originally

erected 30 years ago, was re-cast to regain its original splendor.

In Naples, Florida, the Freedom Fighter Statue's colors have been

restored and in Daytona Beach, Florida the local community

inaugurated a Szabadság Kopjafa in the courtyard of the local

Presbyterian Church. HIF also supported the Hungarian American

Memorial Committee's efforts to erect a 1956 Memorial in New
York, which thanks to efforts of the community will be inaugurated

in the Spring of 2017. 

1956
COMMEMORATIONS
ACROSS AMERICA: 
HIGHLIGHTS
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Spirit of Hungary Tour by the Numbers: 

35 performers and staff
10 performances
4, 200 viewers

 4,500 miles
13 days 

Spirit of Hungary Tour by the Numbers:
35 performers and staff
10 performances
4, 200 viewers
4,500 miles

This show was amazing and really

touching! The dancers and musicians

were full of energy and passion. The

costumes were beautiful and the gypsy

dance was one of the most

entertaining gypsy dance performance

I’ve ever seen! And yes….not mention

the first scene, the dancers expressed

those feelings which were in my

grandfather’s (who was in prison after

the revolution) stories. Thank you for

this great experience!

Fruzsina Markusfalvi-Toth (Chicago, IL)



The Hungarian House of New York presented
an exhibit titled “Milestones – American-
Hungarian Immigrants in the aftermath of
1956: Portraits and Life Stories” depicting the
stories of the freedom fighters and
immigrants, displaying their personal artifacts
and portraits from 1956.
 
The interviews and portraits for the exhibition
were recorded and produced by sociologist
Ildikó Nagy, manager of the Hungarian House;
Norbert Bánhalmi, photographer; and Gergely
Szilvay journalist, the participant of the Körösi
Csoma Sándor Scholarship Program.
They conducted 17 biographical interviews
and 15 photographic portraits of Hungarian
1956 immigrants and freedom fighters. The
portraits were shot at each participant’s
home, and included one important item that
is meaningful for each participant and usually
was taken from Hungary during immigration. 

Milestones in New York
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Classical music was front and center in many of this year's

commemorations. The Legacy of Freedom Concert by the 50-

member Cleveland Women’s Orchestra, held at the historic

Saint Emeric Church drew the largest audience among all 1956

commemorative events in Ohio. It was attended by 400

Cleveland-area Hungarian Americans.  The concert  featured

beautiful Hungarian classics such as Liszt’s Hungarian Fantasy

and Hungarian Rhapsody, Kodály’s Háry János and the folk-song,

Felszállott a páva, and ended on the high notes of Berlioz’s

Rákoczi March. Cimbalom artist Alex Udvary played that

traditional instrument. Tenor Kyle Kelvington’s performance of

“Szép vagy, gyönyörü vagy, Magyarország” and “Hazám, Hazám”

 greeted with both tears and a thunderous ovation by the

audience.

The commemorative program of the Hungarian Society in

Massachusetts featured an impressive commemoration at

Boston's historic Faneuil Hall featuring an outstanding piano

performance by internationally acclaimed Hungarian pianist

Ádám György, who played Liszt's works and his own creation,  

A Day in New York.  

At the end of Adam’s performance, my
friend Sara (she’s 88 years old) rushed to
the stage. She leaped out of her chair,
ran up to him as Adam bowed to the
audience and then hugged and kissed
his hands. She said to me, “I am so glad
to have lived this long to hear Liszt
Ferenc performed like that.” Thank you
for your incredible contribution to Sara’s
soul. – Sylvia Hahn-Griffiths



The Art of Hungary Exhibit displaying a century of

“Rebellion and Revival” in the visual arts was viewed by

thousands of visitors at the Boca Raton Museum of Art
in Florida. 

This special art exhibit from Budapest includes works of

art by Hungarian artists, with such figures as André
Kertész and László Moholy-Nagy, and provides a

fascinating microcosm of the social and political turmoil

that was raging across Europe, from the late 19th century,

through WWI and WWII to the collapse of the Soviet Era,

giving rise to the birth of the avant-garde.

This exhibit was made possible by the Museum’s

Exhibition Leadership Fund, Nancy G. Brinker, Christian
Sauska, Quinnipiac University’s Central European
Institute, Kathy & Leslie Megyeri. 
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It gave me so much joy to share my
collection of Hungarian paintings. I’m so
excited that it is being presented in this
broader context with works by many of the
great Hungarian photographers of the last
century. – Nancy G. Brinker

INVESTING IN
YOUNG SCHOLARS

Memory Project Goes Online

The Memory Project is a collection of interviews with

Hungarian American immigrants who came to the U.S.

after the 1956 Revolution and World War II. The interviews

are published, with minimal editing, to the Memory Project

visual history archive. Interviews last between 45 minutes

to two hours, and in most cases, the interviewees have

never before told their stories on camera. The collection

currently holds 85 interviews. 

During this special anniversary year, directors Réka
Pigniczky and Andrea Lauer Rice have also created a

video installation as a new way to share these personal

stories with the community as a whole. 

The video interviews are now available at 

www. memoryproject.online



In addition to reaching out to the local Hungarian community, we

had a great opportunity to showcase this special exhibit to the large

international community in Atlanta as well as our steady stream of

international visitors who come to the Arts Clayton Gallery.

 Linda Crissey, Executive Director of Arts Clayton.

More than 2,500 people attended the exhibit and

participated in special events during the 45-day display of

the 1956 Revolution at the Arts Clayton Gallery in
Jonesboro, Georgia.

The exhibit told the story of the Hungarian Revolution and

Freedom Fight in 1956 through photographs of both 1956

and 1989, newspapers and magazines, personal

testimonials from the Memory Project, and personal

artifacts, including a sketchbook filled with original artwork

from that time. Memory Project is an award-winning project

that consists of video interviews with ’56-ers who

immigrated to the United States was also featured.

Throughout the 45-day long exhibit, a special Education

Station day was scheduled for younger children. 

Many pictures included in this exhibit had never before

been seen by the public.  All photographs from 1989, were

taken by Pirsoka Nagy (Witness to History: Traveling Photo

Exhibit – sponsored by HIF in 2014).

Over 2500 People Attend
1956 Exhibit at Arts Clayton

Gallery

Members of the Hungarian Community of Dallas –
Fort Worth organized a special event to honor the

heroes living amongst the community and those

who have already passed.

The commemoration was organized by, Éva
Beluska MMCC President, Pesti Ilona MMCC Event

Organizer, Váli Péter MMCC Vice President,

representing the Metroplex Magyar Cultural Circle,

and a number of volunteers who worked to make

the event memorable.

Wreaths were laid at the 1956-ers Kopjafa
Monument, which was originally carved by artisans

in Transylvania, and was brought over to Texas by

four families in suitcases on airplanes)

Texas 56ers Remember
The Revolution
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Bocskai Radio Acquires New
Equipment from HIF grant

40th ITT-OTT Conference in
Lake Hope Draws Over 140

 from All Over the US

Bocskai Radio has been an integral part of the greater

Cleveland Hungarian community since 1984. For the last

33 years the Radio has been broadcasting from the

campus of John Carroll University. With the help of

social media, Bocskai Radio is able to reach potential

listeners through the internet as well, thus making it

global in its reach.

To better serve the community at large and to extend

and enhance its broadcast potential to Hungarian

Americans who are not able to attend community

events, through HIF-s support, the Radio was able to

invest in equipment that is now providing live video

broadcasts. Using existing media outlets, Bocskai Radio

will be able to preserve and archive their recordings for

public access, it will be able to make commemorative

DVDs and document the major events and community

activities for future generation as well as to share the

Diaspora’s activities to Hungary.

In 2016, for the 40th time since its inception, the

Hungarian Communion of Friends (Magyar Baráti

Közösség, or MBK) held its annual  Itt-Ott Conference

at picturesque Lake Hope in Ohio bringing together the

Hungarian American community for a week-long series

of discussions on Hungarian literature, traditions, as

well as emigration patterns and identity issues.

Among the guest presenters were Gergely Pröhle, Prof.

Erzsébet Dani (Debrecen, Hungary), Actress Eszter Kiss

( Budapest, Hungary) , Father Böjte Csaba ( Deva,

Romania), the “Eletfa” Folk Music Ensemble (Toronto,

Canada). Guest attendees came from the USA,

Canada, Hungary, Romania, Ukraine and Slovakia. The

team of the Bocskai Radio (Cleveland, USA), was also

present preparing extensive reports, interviews, and

broadcasts from the event.

The program encompassed lectures on Hungarian

literature, religious state of affairs, traditions, as well

as emigration patterns and identity issues. Members

and guests of MBK revisited the events of the 1956

Revolution with special emphasis on its impact outside

of Hungary’s borders.

We are so grateful for the support provided by The
Hungary Initiatives Foundation, it has been instrumental
in the success of the ITT-OTT conference.
Hajnal Minger



INVESTING IN YOUNG
SCHOLARS 

In 2016, the Hungarian American Coalition‘s internship

program sponsored 10 Hungarian university students. 

The Coalition Internship Program (CIP) allows young

Hungarians to get acquainted with the workings of U.S.

government and civil society, to motivate them for public

service in their respective places of origin as well as to

build closer relations with the US in their professional

areas of expertise. 
I am very glad to have this opportunity in the capital
of the United States – I learnt so much, and got an
insight to the non-profit sector of the US. It has to be
emphasized, it was a mind-opening four months. –
Fruzsina Tökés

We supported the participation of Dr. Peter Klotz in The

McCain Institute’s Next Generation Leaders (NGL)

Program this year. Dr. Klotz is a lawyer and anti-corruption

expert involved in the planning and implementation of

governmental policies in Hungary that are focused on

transparency. Through the NGL Program, Dr Klotz spent one

year in Washington, DC in the framework of a four-module

program developing critical leadership skills and collecting

invaluable professional experience at Management

Systems International (MSI) a prestigious international

development consulting firm. At MSI, Dr Klotz contributed to

the organization’s anti-corruption development projects.

First Hungarian Young Leader
Graduates from the McCain Institute's

Next Generation Leaders Program

This year, 10 young scholars were chosen for the

HIF scholarship which averaged a support of

$5,000 per student.

The HIF scholarship supports talented young

Hungarians who pursue graduate studies in the

United States in the Fall semester of 2016 or the

Spring semester of 2017. 

HIF is also supporting two Hungarian scholars in

Quinnipiac University’s Hungarian American

Business Leaders scholarship program. The

scholarship program offers the best and brightest

young Hungarian business leaders the opportunity

to earn an American MBA and gain substantive

experience with the American customer-first

approach to business.  

Through HIF's Conference Support Scholarships,

38 young professionals received scholarships to

attend world-class conferences of their fields.

Among others, we proudly supported the

participation of three outstanding legal scholars at

the Federalist Society’s Annual National
Lawyers Convention, the largest gathering of

legal professionals from around the US held in

Washington DC.



2017 GRANTS &
SCHOLARSHIPS 
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HIF is now accepting applications in three categories: 

Arts and Culture Small Grants ($5,000)

Educational Scholarships for Graduate Students ($10,000)

Conference Support Scholarships for Young Professionals ($2,000)

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 2017

For more information please visit our website. 

INSPIRING THE NEXT
GENERATION OF
HUNGARIAN
AMERICANS
With HIF's support, the Cleveland Hungarian Scout Folk
Ensemble has successfully completed its ethnographic

tour of Hungary and the regions of Serbia and Romania

known respectively as Délvidék and Erdély this past

summer. The Ensemble is comprised of greater

Cleveland’s finest Hungarian boy- and girl-scout leaders

dedicated to the research, study, and preservation of

ethnic Hungarians’ rich folk traditions.

HIF also sponsored Ti Ti Tabor which offers a cultural

immersion experience for over 160 children on beautiful

Raft Island in Washington State. Participants from over 15

states get together for a week-long total immersion in

Hungarian folk culture presented by expert teachers from

Hungary.

2016 has definitely been our most memorable year so
far. It was very heartening to see the Hungarian
American community come together during this
landmark Anniversary Year and to see the impact our
scholarships make on the lives of young Hungarians. -
April H. Foley, Chairman of the Board, HIF

 

The Hungary Initiatives Foundation
T: (202)-627-6810

1001 G Street, NW #800
Washington, DC 20001

www.hungaryfoundation.org 

In 2016 HIF supported  

30+ events commemorating 1956
37 Hungarian American organizations

38 Hungarian scholars at US conferences
12 Hungarian students’  US graduate studies
10 Hungarian student internship programs  

90+ grantees for a total of
$600,000 in grants 


